
LESSON 13: How can I save my phone from destruction?

PREVIOUS LESSON We discussed our evidence and ideas about forces, change in motion, mass, and speed and came to consensus about what scientific principles we are clear
about and what questions we still have.

THIS LESSON 
 

PUTTING PIECES TOGETHER 
 

4 days 
 

We use images of packing material and a simple investigation with sticky notes to convince ourselves that
small forces over a long distance can stop a destructor and protect our phones. Armed with this
understanding, we sketch our designs for how we will protect our phones and describe why we believe our
designs will work.

NEXT LESSON There is no next lesson.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS 
 

MS-PS2-1, MS-PS2-2 
 

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO 
 
Apply scientific ideas to design a tool to protect a phone during a collision. In considering and applying scientific ideas, students will
demonstrate their understanding that phenomena (like a phone breaking) can have more than one cause and that they can reduce the
likelihood that collisions will result in breakage by exerting smaller forces over longer distances to change the motion of colliding objects.
 
WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT 
 

Small forces over longer distances can have the same effect changing the motion of objects as larger forces over shorter distances.
Padding and other materials that protect delicate equipment have many layers that exert small forces over long distances to change
the motion of objects in a collision.
It is possible to apply the ideas learned in the unit to design a tool that will protect a phone.



Lesson 13 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 7 min NAVIGATION
Remind students that they have learned many ideas about collisions and even read about bike helmets to protect heads
in a bike crash, but they have not yet solved the problem of how to protect a phone. Ask students to name some
materials that might protect phones and brainstorm ideas for why they might be protective.

A-B

2 20 min INVESTIGATE PADDING
Examine macroscopic and microscopic images of various types of padding. Recognize that all padding comes with many
layers, with each individual layer being easy to break.

C-G macroscopic and microscopic
images of packing material
and padding, computer and
projector,

3 13 min BRAINSTORM CRITERIA FOR DESIGN CHALLENGE
Generate classroom-specific criteria for phone protectors. Each class will design phone protectors to meet their own
criteria.

4 5 min NAVIGATION
Prepare students for the design activity on the next day.

End of day 1

5 5 min NAVIGATION
Revisit design criteria for phone protectors.

chart of design criteria,

6 35 min DESIGN PHONE PROTECTORS
Design a phone protection device, estimate the cost of the device, and describe why the device should work.

H Designing a Phone Protector:
Materials Reference Sheet,
chart paper, markers,

7 5 min NAVIGATION
Students share challenges they faced with their designs and things they like about their designs.

I

End of day 2

8 5 min NAVIGATION
Prepare for the Gallery Walk.

chart paper with class design
criteria,

9 15 min PARTICIPATE IN GALLERY WALK
Students give constructive feedback to others and write down ideas they like for themselves.

sticky notes, group poster
from previous day,

10 20 min SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
Summarize explanations of how to protect phones and discuss designs for phone protectors.

Gotta-Have-It Checklist,
Progress Tracker, group poster
with sticky notes, chart of
criteria,

11 5 min NAVIGATION
Students ask any questions they have about the unit.

J

End of day 3



Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

12 45 min LESSON 13 ASSESSMENT
Complete an assessment of ideas from the unit.

Lesson 13 Student Assessment,

End of day 4



Lesson 13 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson
materials

science notebook
Designing a Phone Protector: Materials Reference
Sheet
sticky notes
Gotta-Have-It Checklist
Progress Tracker
Lesson 13 Student Assessment

chart paper
markers
group poster from previous
day
group poster with sticky
notes

macroscopic and microscopic images of packing material and
padding
computer and projector
chart of design criteria
chart paper with class design criteria
chart of criteria

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable). 

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available. 

Set up 10 or 20 sticky notes, folded and stuck to a track at 1 cm intervals, to stop a cart as shown in the overview image.



Lesson 13 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going

Where We Are Going

In this lesson, students will learn that small forces over long distances can slow down and stop a moving object as effectively as larger forces over shorter distances. Essentially, these
ideas describe fundamental aspects of the work-energy theorem: a force acting through a distance will change the kinetic energy of an object.

Where We Are NOT Going

In this lesson, we describe a tradeoff between force to stop an object and distance over which the object acts. We don’t formally introduce the work-energy theorem. In the next iteration
of this unit, we will more formally attend to kinetic energy and associate changes in motion with changes in kinetic energy, but those ideas have not been developed in this version. The
full statement and application of the work-energy theorem is left for high school.



7 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 13
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Review the bike helmet reading. Project slide A. Say, There are a lot of similarities between protecting our heads in a bike accident and
protecting our phones in a collision. We have been focusing on protecting phones, but all the ideas we are learning could also be applied to protecting
something far more valuable than our phones: our brains.

Ask 2 or 3 students to summarize what they read about bike helmets and compare protecting your head in a crash to protecting your
phone in a collision.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How is protecting your head in a bike accident similar to protecting
your phone in a collision?

The phone and your head are both fragile (have a low elastic
limit).
In both cases, there is a force pair between your head (or your
phone) and the ground (or wall).
In both cases, you need to use a force to change the motion of
something (the destructive object, your phone, or you).
In both cases, you want the force on the phone or your head to
be smaller than the elastic limit of your phone or your head.

Brainstorm materials that might protect our phones (or our heads). Show slide B. Ask students to turn and talk to a neighbor and name
some materials that could be used to protect objects in a collision. Ask them to consider what those materials have in common.

Ask students to share some of their ideas with the class and highlight key points.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some materials that can be used to protect objects in a
collision?

Foam padding
Packing peanuts
Bubble wrap
Popcorn

What do those materials have in common? They are light.
They have a lot of layers.
They break easily.

Are you telling me that we use light, breakable material to protect
delicate things like phones and brains?

Yes.

Isn’t that strange? Yeah, that is strange. How can something that breaks easily protect
our phones or brains?

Say, Let’s take a look at some pictures of the materials you named and see if we can figure out how or why they might protect delicate objects in a
collision.



20 min2 · INVESTIGATE PADDING
MATERIALS: science notebook, macroscopic and microscopic images of packing material and padding, computer and projector

Project images of padding. Show students macroscopic and microscopic images of various padding materials on slides C-E.

Ask students to share what they notice and wonder about the images, first with an elbow partner and then with the class.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What do you notice or wonder about the images? They all look like bubbles (or cells).
The material that makes up the bubbles or cells is really thin.
I’m wondering how something so thin could be protective.
I’m wondering how something so thin could push on something
hard enough to stop it.

Do you think one of those little bubble walls would push with a big
force or a little force?

I think it would push with a little force.

So how do you think material like that might protect something
fragile in a collision?

I don’t know. That’s weird! Maybe there are a lot of little forces since
there are a lot of little walls?

Say, Let’s test and see if a lot of little forces can possibly stop something that’s potentially destructive.

Compare track with sticky notes to foam padding. Show students the track with sticky notes.
Project slide F. Ask students to share how they think the sticky notes on the track might be like the bubble walls in the micrographs they
saw.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

I’ve set up some sticky notes on the track here. How do you think these
sticky notes might be like the packing peanuts or styrofoam?

Each sticky note is like a little wall that the car has to break through to
keep moving.
Each sticky note probably pushes with a little force on the car, but
there are a lot of them lined up.

What do you predict will happen to the cart if I send it through the wall
of sticky notes?

We predict the car will stop, but it might take a while. It won’t stop
with the first sticky note.

And what do you predict if the cart was going faster? We predict it would go through more sticky notes.

And what about if the cart was more massive? Then it would go through more sticky notes, too.

How big of a force is there on each sticky note? The force on each sticky note is small.

How do you know that? We know that because the sticky notes don’t push very hard on the
cart, so the cart doesn’t push very hard on the sticky notes.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Why would a lot of little pushes be safer for my phone than one big
push?

If the padding pushed with a big force on the destructor, then that big
force would be on the padding (and on the phone, too). We don’t want
a big force on the padding or on the phone. We want little forces on
our phone so the phone doesn’t break. To do that, we need to stop our
destructor with a lot of little forces over a long distance.

Demonstrate stopping the cart with sticky notes. Demonstrate
for students how it is possible to stop the cart with sticky notes,
how faster carts take more distance (more sticky notes) to stop,
and how more massive carts also take more distance (more
sticky notes) to stop.

Test carts and sticky notes in small groups (optional). If time
permits, distribute tracks, sticky notes, carts, 5 N push-pull spring
scales, and washers. Allow students to test how well sticky notes
can stop carts and how the distance required to stop the carts
depends on the mass and speed of the cart and how closely
spaced the sticky notes are placed. Students should describe
their investigation procedure, plan data collection, summarize
their findings, and report what they found to the class.

Ask students to explain how foam padding might protect a
delicate object. Project slide G. Say, Turn to your neighbor. See if
you can explain to your neighbor how something light and thin like
foam padding can protect something delicate.



13 min

KEY IDEAS Move around the room and listen for these key ideas:
Each surface in the material pushes with a small force, so the destructor feels a small force back.
Each surface slows down the destructor a little bit.
The destructor pushes back with the same strength force, so if the foam packing peanuts push with
only small forces, then the destructor pushes back with only small forces.
There are a lot of little pushes over a long distance to slow down the destructor.
The fact there are a lot of little pushes on the foam padding means there are only little pushes on
the phone.
The phone only breaks if the force is bigger than the elastic limit. If we stop our destructor with a
lot of little forces, then there won’t be a force big enough to break my phone.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Use this as an opportunity to make sure that students are connecting the key ideas they have learned
throughout the unit to explain how something like packing peanuts or polystyrene foam can protect
delicate objects.

If students are struggling with the idea that a small force on a destructor from a thin material means that
the thin material also experiences a small force, then revisit evidence from activities in Lessons 5 and 6. If
students have trouble remembering that even little forces can change the motion of object (at least a little
bit), then revisit evidence collected in Lessons 11 and 12.

3 · BRAINSTORM CRITERIA FOR DESIGN CHALLENGE
MATERIALS: science notebook

Set design criteria for a good phone protector. Tell students that when engineers design products, they have to consider many factors,
known as “constraints,” in their design. Constraints can be about how well the design works, how much it costs, and even how it looks.✱

Ask students to share their ideas about “must haves” for any phone protector. As students share criteria, write the criteria on a piece of
chart paper for the class.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What are some constraints you might require for any cell phone
protector?

It has to protect my phone when I accidentally drop it.

So, if we were going to make that a specific criterion, how could you be
more specific? How high is that?

It’s like 4 or 5 feet, depending on how tall you are.

OK, and what surface would you be most worried about? I would be most worried about dropping it on concrete floors like we
have here at school.

OK, so we have our first criterion. It must protect a phone when you
drop it from at least 4 feet high onto concrete. What else?

It has to fit in your pocket.

Good! Can someone add on to that answer? Why would it matter if it
fits in a pocket?

Because if it doesn’t fit on my phone in my pocket, I won’t use it, and
then that’s a waste of money.

✱✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN CONSTRUCTING
EXPLAINING AND DESIGNING
SOLUTIONS
 
Part of applying scientific ideas to design a
tool includes selecting design criteria. The
sample discussion below includes specific
criteria. You and your students may choose
different criteria. Having students engage in
the process of selecting criteria for their
designs is much more important than using
the criteria listed in the discussion prompts
below.



5 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

I like it. Criterion 2 is “It must fit in my pocket when it’s on my phone.”
How thick would that be?

Maybe, once it’s around the phone, only half an inch top to bottom?

Half an inch top to bottom. OK. Other criteria? It can’t be heavy. Nobody wants to have their hands get tired when
they hold their phone.

OK, it must be light. Do you want to quantify that somehow? Maybe it can’t weigh more than half the weight of a phone.
It can’t be more than 50 grams.
(Answers will vary).

Anything else? What about cost? It can’t be expensive. You can’t make it out of gold.

OK. For the sake of this activity, let’s say it can’t cost more than $1.
Anything else?

It’s got to look really cool.

Great! You have to like how it looks! That’s kind of subjective, though,
isn’t it? Wouldn’t you have to design one and then get a “looks cool”
stamp of approval?

Yeah, that makes sense. Just because I think it looks cool when I
design it doesn’t mean other people will think it looks cool.

Maybe we can have the class rate our designs based on how cool they
look. Let’s put “looks cool” down on our list of criteria.

Identify materials for actual testing (optional). If time permits, you may wish to have students build and test their designs. Since you
won’t be dropping or testing real phones, you will need to select a phone substitute. Possible phone substitutes include graham crackers,
lasagna noodles, and balsa wood sheets. Tell students the dimensions of their “phones” so they can design their phone protectors
appropriately.

If you do plan to allow students to build phone protectors, you will need to purchase a supply of various padding materials (not
included in kits). Bubble wrap and thin foam packing sheets are good options. Students may also bring in materials from home.
Consider providing students with paint or construction paper so they can decorate their phone protectors when they are done
(particularly if aesthetics is one of your design criteria).

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Prepare students for the design challenge. Tell students that in the next lesson, they will design their phone protectors (on paper). They
will select materials, make a sketch of the design, and describe how they would use the design to protect their phones. They will even
include cost estimates for their phone protectors. Divide students into groups of 2 or 3. For home learning (optional), they can work
with their partner to begin planning their cell phone protectors. Emphasize that in this first stage, they should be making sketches and
plans, not building anything.

End of day 1



5 min

35 min

5 min

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: chart of design criteria

Ask students to summarize the design criteria for their phone protectors. Post the chart of design criteria from the previous day. Ask
students to describe the criteria and why they are there. Encourage students to respond to one another.

If you are planning to have students actually build their phone protectors, share with them what the actual materials they will have
available are along with cost information (if cost is one of your criteria). Otherwise, encourage students to base their designs on the
materials described in Designing a Phone Protector: Materials Reference Sheet. If students wish to plan using material that is not included
on the reference sheet, instruct them to find a cost estimate of that material online and include it in their calculations.

6 · DESIGN PHONE PROTECTORS
MATERIALS: Designing a Phone Protector: Materials Reference Sheet, science notebook, chart paper, markers

Design phone protectors. Make sure students can locate Designing a Phone Protector: Materials Reference Sheet. Ask students to work
together in their group of 2 or 3 students to plan their phone protectors.

Project slide H. Their plans should include a sketch, a list of materials, the cost estimate of their phone protector, and a description of
why the protector would protect their phone.

Describe what descriptions should entail. Be explicit about the elements students should include in their descriptions of why their
phone protectors should work. Students should include information related to

forces involved in the collision (draw a force diagram),
elastic limit of the phone, and
strategies for reducing the forces during the collision (using smaller forces over longer distances, making sure the mass of the
padding is light, reducing the speed of the phone before the collision, etc.).

Students should create posters on poster chart paper that includes the necessary information about their phone protectors for a Gallery
Walk the next day.

7 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Share challenges and excitement. Project slide I. Ask each group to share one thing they found challenging about creating their design or
one thing they are excited about regarding their design. It should be brief. They will do a Gallery Walk to see other students’ ideas in the
next class.

End of day 2



5 min

15 min

20 min

8 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: chart paper with class design criteria

Review design criteria and distribute sticky notes. Ask students to recall the design criteria. Students should attend to the design criteria
as they do the Gallery Walk and provide constructive feedback using sticky notes.

Ask students for examples of constructive feedback.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

We’re going to be giving and receiving constructive feedback. Who can
give me an example of constructive feedback?

It’s when you say something nice instead of something mean.

Say something nice instead of something mean. Does anyone want to
add on to that?

I agree that it’s saying something nice, but it’s also saying something
helpful. If you want to point out that something is wrong, you might
give a suggestion for how to make it better.

Great. Can I get a thumbs-up, thumbs-down vote on that? Answers will vary. Continue discussion if students are confused about
constructive feedback.

Let’s hear some examples of constructive feedback. It looks like your phone protector is too thick. Did you think about
using a thinner material?

Do you think just one sheet of that wrapping will protect your phone
from a 4 foot fall? You might want to add more padding.

9 · PARTICIPATE IN GALLERY WALK
MATERIALS: sticky notes, group poster from previous day

Engage students in a Gallery Walk. Ask students to post their posters around the room. Students will do a Gallery Walk to provide
constructive feedback to one another and rate each design against the criteria set for the class. They may also take ideas from the
posters they see.

Revise designs based on feedback. Ask students to write ideas for revising their designs in their notebooks. They can use suggestions
from the sticky notes or ideas they saw during their Gallery Walk.

10 · SCIENTISTS CIRCLE
MATERIALS: Gotta-Have-It Checklist, science notebook, Progress Tracker, group poster with sticky notes, chart of criteria

Gather students in a Scientists Circle to connect their designs to ideas from the unit. A key component of students’ posters was to
explain how the phone protector would protect their phone in the first place. Draw on ideas from across students’ posters and check to
see if the class agrees or disagrees with each idea.



5 min

This is a good opportunity to review the key ideas from the entire unit while checking that students have fully grasped the key ideas
before the assessment.

Engage students in a discussion and ask them to share ideas from their Gotta-Have-It Checklist and explain how the idea is relevant to
their research designs.

Review questions answered on Driving Question Board (optional). If you have time, bring out the DQB one last time to see if there are
any additional questions students can answer.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of discussion:
Review students’ understanding of key ideas as they explain why their phone protector would protect their
phone.

Look for:
A force on our phone that exceeds its elastic limit will break our phone.
A force needs to slow down and stop our phone from falling.
The force to stop our phone comes from the ground.
The force of our phone on the ground equals the force of the ground on the phone.
If we can use a smaller force on our phone over a longer distance, then we might be able to keep
our phone from breaking.
It’s harder (takes more force) to change the motion of objects with more mass (so we shouldn’t
make our phone too heavy).
It’s harder (takes more force) to change the motion of objects that are moving fast (but we can’t do
much about the speed of our phone hitting the ground without a parachute).
Padding (like bubble wrap) has a lot of little breakable surfaces that push with little forces over
long distances.

Add explanation to Progress Trackers. Say, Record your own explanation for how phone protectors work in your Progress Tracker.

11 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Ask questions in preparation for the test. Project slide J. Give students time to ask any remaining questions they have in advance of the
test the next day.

End of day 3



45 min12 · LESSON 13 ASSESSMENT
MATERIALS: Lesson 13 Student Assessment

Complete unit assessment. Distribute Lesson 13 Student Assessment.

Ask students to complete the unit assessment, Lesson 13 Student Assessment, on their own.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

The assessment is a chance to find out if students have mastered the following ideas:
Objects (even very hard objects) change shape during collisions.
Objects sometimes change their motion in collisions, but only if nothing is holding them and
preventing the motion from changing.
Different types of material deform differently.
When the force applied to an object is small enough, the object returns to its original shape.
When the force exceeds the elastic limit of the object, then the object will be permanently
deformed or broken.
Forces come in pairs. Whenever one object pushes on another, the other pushes back with a force
that is equal in strength and opposite in direction. This is always true, even when

the masses are different,
the speeds are different, and
the materials are different.

More mass and more speed before the collision make destructors more destructive.
The strength of the force used to stop the destructive object is the same force the phone
experiences in the collision. This means we need to stop the destructive object (massive, fast-
moving object) using small forces to protect our phone.
Small forces over large distances can stop objects just like larger forces over small distances can.

If students have difficulty with the idea that the motion of objects change during a collision unless another
force stops the motion from changing, then revisit Lesson 2. If students have difficulty with the idea that all
objects change shape in a collision, that the amount of deformation is related to the force, or that objects
break when the elastic limit is exceeded, revisit the activities from Lessons 2, 3 and 4. If students have
difficulty understanding that in any collision, the strength of the force on the two objects is the same (but
opposite in direction) and that the relationship holds for all collisions, revisit Lessons 5 and 6. If students
struggle with having a mental model for how it is possible for inanimate objects to “push back,” revisit
Lesson 7. If students need help with the idea that larger forces lead to larger changes in motion for a given
mass, revisit the lab activities from Lesson 9. If students have trouble understanding that it requires more
force to change the motion of a more massive object (compared to the force required to change the
motion of a less massive object), revisit the activities of Lesson 10. If students have difficulty connecting
how speed and mass might be associated with damage done in a collision, they should revisit Lessons 11
and 12. Finally, if students struggle with the ideas related to protecting a delicate object with padding
(exerting small forces over a longer distance), revisit the sticky note activity at the start of this lesson
(Lesson 13).

SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
MATH

Students should be able to estimate the cost of their phone protectors by multiplying the cost per unit by
the amount of each unit required for each material.


